Complete a lesson each day

Directions:
1. Practice reading the sounds, words and sentences at the beginning of each lesson
2. Read the story (starting at Lesson 11)
3. Complete the corresponding workbook pages
   a. Follow instructions for each section
Lesson 1

1. m f l s n
2. j k t d p
3. can sack cat clap stick pack
4. (a) did land man keep sits lip
   (b) seeds man sand keep last fill
   (c) keep lip jam last sits did
5. the that this teeth
6. this teeth the that
7. can sack cat clap stick pack
8. sack can pack stick cat clap
9. 1. The cat can sleep in a lap.
   2. Did that man see the last plan?
   3. Slip this stick in the pack.
   4. Keep the pan in that sack.
   5. Did the stick land in sand?
Read each sentence.

1. Did the stick land in sand?
2. Keep the pan in that sack.

Say the sounds.

```
1  f  t  m  s  d
   p  i  l  a  n
```

Match the words.

1. seeds
2. that
3. clip
4. clap

Match the words and complete them.

1. teeth
2. pick
3. that
4. pan

Copy this sentence.
Keep the seeds in this sack.
Part 1
Match the words.

seeds

last

man

cat

lip

Part 2
8 e s t p l m n a a w e r s p k u b s w q a z d r t y u n b g t y u p l n a z d s e s 5

Clap t a o q a s c l a p m f f r t y u p l a c l a p q e r t s v b l a t c l a p d o x e c l a p s 4

Part 3
Copy the sentences.
Keep a plant in that sack.

Can the cat sleep in a lap?

Fill this pan with sticks.

Questions, part 2: Ask the student, "What sound will you circle in the first row?" (ss) "What word will you circle in the second row?" (clap)
Lesson 2

1. ls m fn

2. pd kj t

3. cap lack trick clip slack

4. (a) and this plant math seeds
   (b) plant did feeds than pick
   (c) ant than sticks did fits
   (d) pack dad teeth this stick
   (e) this teeth fits seeds lamps
   (f) can this sticks plant lamps
   (g) seeds cap did math than

5. 1. This cap fits in that pack.
   2. Did that tack stick the cat?
   3. Plant the seed in sand.
   4. Clip that last plant and keep a tip.
   5. Dad can see a cat that sleeps.
   6. This ant sits in a sack.
Lesson 2

Read each sentence.

1. Dad can see a cat that sleeps.
2. This ant sits in a sack.
3. Clip that last plant and keep a tip.

Say the sounds.

Match the words.

Match the words and complete them.

Match the sentences.

Copy this sentence.

Clip that plant and keep it.
Part 1
Match the words.

lamp  sleep
feeds  stick
sleep  clap
stick  lamp
clap  feeds

Part 2
i  e l j a i o a t r f i s d e i r c b p l i t e a g h h n m a l i o m n b g r e i j l i d e 7
s i t  s e l f i t s i t h a t s i t i n f i t s i s i t t i s e t s i f e f i g i m i s s a t i s i t i f 4
h i t  t h e h i m i n t h i s i t i s t e e t h i s f t h i s t h a t p i t d i d t h i s i n i s 3

Part 3
Copy the sentences.
Dad can see the cats sleep.

Plant this seed in the sand.

Did that tack stick the cat?

This ant sits in a back pack.

Directions, part 2: Ask the student, "What sound will you circle in the first row?" (IT) "What word will you circle in the second row?" (Sit) "What word will you circle in the third row?" (this)
1. m d f j n
   p l s k t

2. a e i ee

3. r w g h

4. (a) run will deer truck flag
   (b) milk had sun go she
   (c) ship black so he trip
   (d) sun cash store slip corn
   (e) fast mud we sheet hill
   (f) so wish for jump black

5. 1. Can she go in a store?
    2. Will that truck slip in mud?
    3. At last she has a black cat.
    4. We had no plan for a trip.
    5. That truck can go so fast.
Read each sentence.

1. That truck can go so fast.
2. We had no plan for a trip.

Say the sounds.

2  c  k  ck  sh  th  u  g  j  h  w

Match the words.

store  torn
 rats  rams
torn  rats
 rams  store

Match the words and complete them.

ship  or
 math  ip
cash  ca
 for  ma

Copy this sentence.

She can go so fast.
Part 1
Copy the sentences.
This cap fits in that pack.

We had no plan for a trip.

That truck can go so fast.

Part 2
Read the sentences in the box.
1. At last she has a black cat.
2. Will that truck slip in mud?
3. Slip this stick in the pack.

Write the first word of these sentences.
2nd sentence ___________________
1st sentence ___________________
3rd sentence ___________________

Part 3
Match the words.

math

hill

cash

truck

teeth

Cash

teeth

math

hill

truck
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Lesson 4

4

(a) no three sink cup fits corn
(b) than drug meet go us store
(c) fun so wish sleep will torn
(d) sink for drug three than sheep
(e) math us drink torn fish go
(f) corn with junk so sheet flag

5

1. Three sheep sleep with a deer.
2. I will fill this gas can.
3. That store has junk in it.
4. Will that milk last us for a week?
5. Can we go in the drug store?
6. I need a pack for the trip.
Lesson 4

Read each sentence.

1. Will that milk last us for a week?
2. Can we go in the drug store?
3. I need a pack for the trip.

Say the sounds.

2  c  k  ck  r  p
   a  i  e  sh  n

Match the words.

3  gas
   milk
   drink
   three
   milk
   drink
   three
   gas

Match the words and complete them.

4  last
   sh
   sheet
   nk
   sink
   ant
   plant
   st

Copy this sentence.

Cats can drink milk.
Part 1

**sh** defaclpoeshseashmnjashcpiplthnzslshfdshfecnw 5

**flag** dwflingeroplegczadflagjherclamlpeflagsateflatvbsp 3

Part 2

Copy the sentences.
Will that milk last us for a week?

__________________________
I need a pack for the trip.

__________________________
Three deer sleep with the sheep.

Part 3

Match the words and complete them.

__________________________ truck

__________________________ sheep

__________________________ milk

__________________________ drink

__________________________ plant

__________________________ sh

__________________________ mi

__________________________ ant

__________________________ ink

__________________________ tru

**Directions, part 1:** Ask the student, “What sound will you circle in the first row?” (sh) “What word will you circle in the second row?” (flag)
Lesson 5

d l t s m f
n g h r w

o e a i u e e

[ol] old told colt gold cold

(a) got wish cold free hand sheets
(b) shot track milk fold sleep truck
(c) seems win that told flag rock
(d) ship on plan move gold drip
(e) colt wish stop free store old
(f) teeth for drip old rash shop

to do

1. We will go for more fish at the store.
2. Stick with me and we will have fun.
3. She sat with me at the track meet.
4. She had a fun trip.
5. Is he free to go with us?
6. If this is the last meet, we will go.
7. The junk did not fit in that truck.
Read each sentence.
1. Is he free to go with us?
2. If this is the last meet, we will go.
3. The junk did not fit in that truck.

Say the sounds.

1. or  ol  i  r  o
    d  j  a  n  g

Match the words and complete them.

track
rash
creek
sheets

Find Part 6 of Lesson 5 in your Student Book.
Write the first word of these sentences:

5th sentence: ____________________________

4th sentence: ____________________________

7th sentence: ____________________________

6. What letter is on the cat? ______
   What letter is in the pan? ______
   What letter is in the truck? ______
Part 1
Match the words and complete them.

- stop
- flag
- drink
- truck
- store

- ink
- ore
- fl
- st
- uck

Part 2
Copy the sentences.
We will go for more fish at the store.

She sat with me at the track meet.

Is he free to go with us?

Part 3
Read the sentences in the box.

1. I will fill this gas can.
2. Can we go to the store?
3. She had a fun trip.

Write the first word of these sentences.

3rd sentence
1st sentence
2nd sentence